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Big Conjecture

Thomas Hales

July 10, 2017

Everything is vague to a degree you do not realize till you have

tried to make it precise. – Bertrand Russell

Keep your conjectures bold and your refutations brutal. – Nick

Horton
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Sphere Packings
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“Perhaps the most controversial topic to be covered in

The Mathematical Intelligencer is the Kepler Conjecture.

In The Mathematical Intelligencer, Thomas C. Hales

takes on Wu-Yi Hsiang’s 1990 announcement that he

had proved the Kepler Conjecture,. . . ”
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From hales@math.lsa.umich.edu Wed Aug 19 02:43:02 1998
Date: Sun, 9 Aug 1998 09:54:56 -0400 (EDT)
From: Tom Hales <hales@math.lsa.umich.edu>
To: 

Subject: Kepler conjecture

Dear colleagues,

I have started to distribute copies of a series of papers giving a 
solution to the Kepler conjecture, the oldest problem in discrete
geometry.  These results are still preliminary in the sense
that they have not been refereed and have not even been submitted
for publication, but the proofs are to the best of my
knowledge correct and complete.

Nearly four hundred years ago, Kepler asserted that 
no packing of congruent spheres can have a density greater
than the density of the  face-centered cubic packing.  
This assertion has come to be known as the Kepler conjecture.
In 1900, Hilbert included the Kepler conjecture in his
famous list of mathematical problems.

In a paper published last year in the journal
"Discrete and Computational Geometry," (DCG), I
 published a detailed plan describing
how the Kepler conjecture might be proved.  This approach
differs significantly from earlier approaches to this
problem by making extensive use of computers.
L. Fejes T'oth was the first to suggest the use of computers.)
The proof relies extensively on methods from the theory of
global optimization, linear programming, and interval arithmetic.

The full proof appears in a series of papers totaling well over
250 pages.  The computer files containing the computer code and data
files for combinatorics, interval arithmetic, and linear
programs require over 3 gigabytes of space for storage.

Samuel P. Ferguson, who finished his Ph.D. last year at the
University of Michigan last year under my direction, has
contributed significantly to this project.

The papers containing the proof are:

An Overview of the Kepler Conjecture, Thomas C. Hales
A Formulation of the Kepler Conjecture, Samuel P. Ferguson and Thomas C.
Hales
Sphere Packings I, Thomas C. Hales (published in DCG, 1997)
Sphere Packings II, Thomas C. Hales (published in DCG, 1997)
Sphere Packings III, Thomas C. Hales
Sphere Packings IV, Thomas C. Hales
Sphere Packings V, Samuel P. Ferguson
The Kepler Conjecture (Sphere Packings VI), Thomas C. Hales

Postscript versions of the papers and more information about
this project can be found at
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/~hales

Tom Hales

samf@math.lsa.umich.edu
hales@math.lsa.umich.edu
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June 2002 referee report (4 years in)
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Lessons from the early formalization of the Kepler conjecture:

� Do not be afraid of controversy.

� Formalization of partial results is useful (Bauer-Nipkow).

� Formalizers should be part of the tactical response teams that
routinely intervene in prominent, difficult, unpublished proofs.
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Examples where tactical response teams might have helped.

� ABC conjecture (5 years of review so far!)

� Poincaré conjecture (3 years of review)

� Hironaka’s announcement.

� HMAC brawl in cryptography (a controversy of particular

interest for the formal proof community, because it involves

us). Should security proofs be allowed to make the

assumption that cryptographic protocols withstand

non-uniform adversaries?
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Maryna Viazovska has proved the Cohn-Elkies conjecture (2003).
This solves the sphere packing problem in 8 and (in collaboration
with others) in 24 dimensions.

The formalization of this result would be an great project for a
graduate student. (It is a feasible project.) It would involve
building formal libraries for Fourier analysis, Schwartz functions,
the Laplace transform, modular forms, and a bit of interval
arithmetic.
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Convex Tiles
The third part of Hilbert’s 18th problem asks whether anisohedral

tiles exist.

The first anisohedral tile was constructed (in 3D) by Reinhardt in

1928.
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As a graduate student, Reinhardt attempted to classify all convex

polyhedral tiles, as a test of Hilbert’s problem. He classified them

all except pentagons. This classification problem remained open

for 99 years, until solved earlier this year by Michael Rao.
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Kershner wrote, “the proof that the list. . . is complete is extremely

laborious and will be given elsewhere.” That proof was never

published. However, Kershner’s classification became widely

known, when Martin Gardner popularized it in a column in

Scientific American.
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Washington, D.C., headquarters of the Mathematical Association of America

Strange things started happening after Gardner popularized the
problem. A computer scientist, James, found a pentagon tile that
was not in the classification in 1975. Four more tiles were soon
found by an amateur mathematician, Rice. By 2015, a total of 15
families of convex pentagon tiles had been found. (The discovery
of the 15th received widespread attention in the press, including
National Public Radio.) In summary, not only was Kershner’s proof
incorrect, but the classification that he was trying to prove was
entirely false.
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Thanks !
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Rao’s classification proof is computer assisted (about 5000 lines of
C++).

Rao has made the suggestion of making a formal proof in Coq or
similar software.
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Honeycomb and Kelvin conjectures

This honeycomb conjecture asserts that the hexagonal honeycomb
is the optimal (perimeter-minimizing) partition of the plane into
equal areas. The exact origins of this problem are not known, but
the problem is very old. The first record of the conjecture dates
back to 36 BC, from Marcus Terentius Varro, but is often
attributed to Pappus of Alexandria (c.?290– c.?350).

Does not the chamber in the comb have six angles
. . . The geometricians prove that this hexagon inscribed
in a circular figure encloses the greatest amount of space.
– Varro
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We can ask the corresponding problem in three dimensions. What
partition of three-dimensional Euclidean space into equal volumes
takes the least surface area? Kelvin made a conjecture in 1887,
and it is now know as the Kelvin problem.
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In fact, Kelvin (as a physicist) did not give a rigorous construction
of his foam, and the existence of the Kelvin foam was itself just a
matter of conjecture. Thus, there was never a Kelvin conjecture in
the strict mathematical sense, only a conjectural conjecture.

it is shown beautifully, and illustrated in great perfection,
by making a skeleton model of 36 wire arcs for the 36
edges of the complete figure, and dipping it in soap
solution to fill the faces with film, which is easily done for
all the faces but one. The curvature of the hexagonal
film on the two sides of the plane of its six long diagonals
is beautifully shown by reflected light. – Kelvin

The proof of Plateau’s conditions did not come until Jean Taylor’s
proof in 1976. The proof of existence of the Kelvin foam was not
announced until 1996, but one of the authors (F. Almgren, Kusner,
Sullivan) passed away the next year, and the proof was never
published.

(Speaking of big proof, Almgren’s regularity theorem runs 955
pages.)
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Weaire-Phelan foam (1993)
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2008 Beijing Olympics, National Aquatics Center

Lesson: Do not assume that major conjectures are actually
conjectures. Much can be learned about open problems by
attempting to write them formally.

Everything is vague to a degree you do not realize till you have
tried to make it precise. – Bertrand Russell
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! !
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We should not compromise rigorous mathematical standards

as we move from paper to computer. In fact, this is an

opportunity to drastically improve standards. Many computer

bugs are simply slips in logical and mathematical reasoning

made by programmers and software designers.

• Mathematics influences the standards of scientific

discourse, in the statistical sciences, in computer science,

and throughout the sciences. If we promote sloppy

platforms, the entire world will be worse off.

• Bugs in computer systems can lead to disaster: Intel

Pentium FDIV bug, Ariane V explosion, . . .

• Bugs and design weaknesses in cryptographic software

can be exploited by adversaries: Heartbleed, Logjam,

Freak bug, . . .

16

On Digital Math Libraries

Wednesday, January 6, 2016

Formal Abstracts
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A concrete proposal: mathematical FABSTRACTS
(formal abstracts)

Given today’s technology, it is not reasonable to ask for all
proofs to be formalized. But with today’s technology, it seems
that it should be possible to create a formal abstract service
that

• Gives a statement of the main theorem(s) of each
published mathematical paper in a language that is both
human and machine readable,

• Links each term in theorem statements to a precise
definition of that term (again in human/machine readable
form), and

• Grounds every statement and definition is the system in
some foundational system for doing mathematics.

8
Wednesday, January 6, 2016
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If we do not do proofs, there are various issues that come up.

� It is well-known in the formalization community that it is

extremely difficult to get definitions correct until theorems are

proved about the definitions.

� Mathematicians are notorious bad at giving the complete

context needed for definitions.

� Example: one definition in the formal proof of the Kepler

conjecture took nearly 40 revisions to get right.

� Various definitions are specifications that take a theorem

asserting the existence of something, and that thing that

exists is given a name. Definition building cannot take place

without theorem proving.

� Building definitions requires non-obvious identifications: Qp is

the completion of Qp with respect to the nonarchimedean

metric, and it is the tensor product of Q and Zp = the

profinite limit of Z/Zp.

� Example: TFAE. Define X to be any of the equivalent

properties.

Solution: Do FORMAL-ABSTRACTS anyway.
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Short term goals for FORMAL-ABSTRACTS

� Move beyond the subject areas of math that are traditionally

covered by formalization projects.

� Automorphic Representation theory

� Clay Problem statements
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Formalizing statements in Automorphic Representation Theory (a

branch of number theory).

This will require a great deal of work just to state the theorems

that are proved: algebraic geometry (schemes, motives, stacks,

moduli spaces, and sheaves), measure theory and functional

analysis, algebra (rings, modules, Galois theory, homological

algebra, derived categories), category theory, complex analysis

(L-functions and modular forms), class field theory (local and

global), Lie theory and linear algebraic groups (Cartan classification

and structure theory), representation theory (infinite dimensional,

spectral theory), Shimura varieties, locally symmetric spaces,

Hecke operators, cohomology (singular, deRham, intersection

homology, l-adic), rigid geometry, perfectoid spaces,. . .
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Clay Prize Problems

The Clay Problems (million-dollar problems)

� Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer: elliptic curves and L-functions

� Poincaré conjecture: 3-sphere, manifold, homotopy

� Hodge conjecture: deRham cohomology (differential forms),
complex varieties

� Navier Stokes equations: easy statement PDE in 3-dimension.

� P versus NP: easy statement (Turing machine)

� Riemann hypothesis: Riemann zeta function is in HOL-Light.
Analytic continuation?

� Yang-Mills and mass gap: it probably cannot be stated
formally. The problem requires the winner to build a theory.
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7/9/17 10:08 AMYang–Mills and Mass Gap | Clay Mathematics Institute

Page 1 of 1http://www.claymath.org/millennium-problems/yang–mills-and-mass-gap

This  problem is :  This  problem is :  Unsolved

Yang–Mills and Mass Gap
The laws of quantum physics stand to the world of

elementary particles in the way that Newton's laws of

classical mechanics stand to the macroscopic world.

Almost half a century ago, Yang and Mills introduced a

remarkable new framework to describe elementary

particles using structures that also occur in geometry.

Quantum Yang-Mills theory is now the foundation of

most of elementary particle theory, and its predictions

have been tested at many experimental laboratories, but

its mathematical foundation is still unclear. The

successful use of Yang-Mills theory to describe the

strong interactions of elementary particles depends on a

subtle quantum mechanical property called the "mass gap": the quantum particles have positive masses,

even though the classical waves travel at the speed of light. This property has been discovered by

physicists from experiment and confirmed by computer simulations, but it still has not been understood

from a theoretical point of view. Progress in establishing the existence of the Yang-Mills theory and a mass

gap will require the introduction of fundamental new ideas both in physics and in mathematics.

Rules: 

Rules for the Millennium
Prizes

Related Documents: 

Official Problem
Description

Status of the Problem
by Michael Douglas

Related Links: 

Lecture by Lorenzo Sadun

Clay Mathematics Institute

70 Main St

Suite 300

Peterborough, NH 03458

USA

 

CMI President’s Office

Andrew Wiles Building

Radcliffe Observatory Quarter

Woodstock Road

Oxford OX2 6GG, UK
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